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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper analyses the long-run demand for money in South Africa for the period 1971-2010. In 

particular, the paper estimates a co-integrated vector autoregression model of the long-run 

relationship between real money demand, real income and prime interest rate. A variety of theory 

consistent identification schemes, tests for co-integration, co-integration regression and error-

correction-model (ECM) were applied in the order of the estimation approach developed by 

Johansen (1991). Preliminary data were also subjected to the autocorrelation function. Results 

show that the estimated elasticities indicate that a long-run equilibrium relationship exists 

between real money (M2), real income and the prime interest rate in South Africa. As expected, 

the coefficient of the equilibrium error term was found to be negative and significantly different 

from zero, implying that 0.227 of discrepancy between real money demand and its explanatory 

variables is eliminated in the following year. Evidence indicates that the retarded speed of 

adjustment for real money demand in South Africa needs about one year to re-adjust. 

 

Keywords:  Monetary Policy; Money Demand; Co-Integrated Vector Autoregression Model; Long-Run 

Relationship 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

he importance of the behaviour of the money demand relationship to the formulation of successful 

monetary policy has long been acknowledged by economists. Demand for money refers to the 

amount of money that the people want to hold as assets (Henderson & Poole, 1991), which is 

determined by a specified list of economic variables such as their income and cost of holding money. Real money 

balances represent the value in terms of its purchasing power of goods and services (Wesso, 2002). In other words, 

real money is the physical currency (i.e., number of notes and coins) and the deposits that the people are holding, 

deflated by a price level measure (deflation rate) to reflect its purchasing power (Whittaker, 1985). Generally, 

economists have avowed that the demand for money is the demand for real money balances (Todani, 2007). 

 

The empirical properties of demand for money are vital considerations influencing the choices of monetary 

policy strategies in various economies (Bernanke, 2006; Ziramba, 2007). A steady stream of empirical research 

concedes that demand for money is fundamental in macroeconomic analysis, particularly in determining appropriate 

monetary policy decisions (Spencer, 1997). Research interest has heightened in recent years, triggered by the 

concerns among monetary authorities and researchers on the impact of various economic indicators (Kent & Lowe, 

1997). Research has also focused on the movement toward flexible exchange rate regime, the globalisation of capital 

markets, financial liberalisation and innovation, advancement in time series econometrics, and country-specific 

issues (Talvas, 1989). The implications and predictions that follow alternative demand for money hypotheses have 

been recognised to generate widely contrasting prescriptions of economic policy (Havrilesky, 1978). For a long 

time, demand for money has been topical in applied economics, particularly in developed economies. This is 

because an understanding of demand for money assists in understanding the reaction dynamics of macroeconomic 

aggregates to changes in money supply (Saunders & Cornett, 2005). These macroeconomic dynamics have also 
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increasingly become interesting research focus areas and subjects of discussion in most developing economies 

(Harb, 2003) in their quest to interpret and implement appropriate monetary policies. 

 

The assumption of a stable long-run demand for money (i.e., of a long-run relationship between real money 

balances, real income and the prime interest rate) is one of the main building blocks of modern macroeconomic 

theory (Bernanke & Gertler, 1999). Moreover, it is a basic requirement for any policy targeting a monetary 

aggregate as being practiced by the leading central banks for the past few decades (Falkena, Meijer & Van der 

Merwe, 1991). The three key issues in an investigation of the demand for money are: (1) the choices of the 

appropriate measure of money, (2) the scale variable (i.e., income or wealth), and (3) the opportunity cost variable 

which is the short or the long-term interest rate (Haug & Lucas, 1996). 

 

Previous studies on demand for money in South Africa were done by Courakis (1984), Tavlas (1989), Hurn 

and Muscatelli (1992), Naude (1992), Moll (2000), Nell (2004), Wesso (2002), Tlelima and Turner (2004), Ziramba 

(2007), and Todani (2007). Building on this body of knowledge, the current study is motivated by the need for 

further empirical work in analysing the money demand behaviour in order to assess the impact of real income and 

the prime interest rate components. This particular study is different from the previous studies focusing on South 

Africa in that it employs a longer and more recent sample from 1970 to 2008. It also draws upon some latest 

advances in econometric time series modelling and uses these techniques as tools to re-assess real money demand. 

This methodology has only recently become widely available to applied economists, but because this model features 

extensively in the literature on co-integration, these methods can be used for analysis of the demand for money 

function. 

 

This study begins with a literature section that provides relevant discussions regarding the fundamental 

theories of the demand for money. It goes on by briefly specifying the model that underlies the empirical 

formulation in estimating the demand for money, by providing an overview of the data, aggregation methods 

employed and examining the long-run time-series properties of the data in the context of multivariate co-integration 

analysis (Johansen, 1991) of systems comprising real money, real income and prime interest rate. Hereafter, the 

results are discussed and implications are provided in the concluding sections. The objective of this analysis is to 

assess whether a long-run relation between money demand and its explanatory variables exists within the South 

African economy. 

 

The real issue is to know the difference between monetarist and Keynesian theorists. The answer is 

embedded in the three suggestions by Friedman (1988) that: (1) there is more than one interest rate to the operation 

of the economy, (2) money and goods are substitutes and treat expected inflation rates as an opportunity cost of 

holding money instead of goods, and (3) permanent income is the primary determinant of money demand as it is not 

very sensitive to the changes in differentials of expected rates of alternative assets and money (Ho, 2003). According 

to Eatwel et al. (1987), monetarists were early critics of the influential Keynesian theory’s highly elastic demand for 

money with respect to short-run changes in the interest rate (on liquid short-term assets) which, in extreme form, 

becomes a liquidity trap. Baumol (1952) found that interest on savings deposits and on short-term securities has 

elasticities that are smaller than -0.5. To show the elasticity, the variables M2, Y and R were transformed into natural 

logarithms; i.e., M2i = InM2i - lnP, i = 1,2,3 and Y = InY - lnP; nominal interest rates are used unchanged as 

percentage figures. The variables used in this study are in logarithmic form, as is the case for most economic studies 

of this nature done in South Africa on real money demand (Todani, 2007). 

 

DATA 

 

The paper employs monthly South African data for the period January 1971 through December 2010 (i.e., 

40 observations). M2 is used as the measure of money stock. The principal sources for the data on monetary 

aggregates are the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) and Statistics South Africa. The study investigates the long-

run relationship between real money demand (M2), real income (Y) and interest rates (R) in South Africa, with the 

latter two variables being the explanatory variables. The monthly interest rate data obtained for this study were 

annualised (aggregated per annum). The resultant time series data were then subjected to different types of 

preliminary and co-integration tests implemented in the subsequent section. 
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A time series is a sequence of observations taken of some process that varies over time (Hawkins & Weber, 

1980). This type of data poses many challenges to researchers, especially econometricians, particularly relating to 

differing properties of stationary and non-stationary data (Johansen, 1991). Most empirical studies based on time 

series data assume that the underlying time series data is stationary, such that the mean and variance do not vary 

systematically over time (Fathi & Naifar, 2006). In reality, it is, however, known that many macroeconomic time 

series data are not stationary (Hill, Griffiths & Judge, 2001). Economic time series are generally integrated in the 1
st
 

order so that it becomes stationary only after taking their first differences. The problem is that when a non-stationary 

time series is applied in a regression model, the results may spuriously indicate a significant relationship where there 

is none (Hill et al., 2001). 

 

Model Specification 

 

Data availability considerations have previously led to relatively simple specifications of money demand 

(Browne, Fagan & Henry, 1997). Following this tradition, the current study focuses on a model in which real money 

balances are related to real income and prime interest rates, whereby the short and long-term interest rates are the 

opportunity costs of the narrow and broad aggregates, respectively. In this context, it is useful to start the analyses of 

the long-run properties of the data within the multivariate framework put forward by Johansen (1991). This makes it 

possible to consider a variety of approaches, other than the single-equation approach according to which money 

would be a function of exogenous variables. This approach has been used in many studies (see Monticell & Strauss-

Kahn (1992); Wesche (1997); Ziramba (2007); and Obi et al. (2010). In order to investigate the relationship between 

real money demand, on the one hand, and a pair of money market components on the other, we specify the following 

multivariate model using annualised monthly data following Johansen (1991): 

 

 1 

 

where: 

 

M2 = real money demand (data from SARB) 

β1 = is the intercept 

β2 = represents coefficients of the explanatory variable Y (real income) 

β3 = represents coefficients of the explanatory variable R (prime interest rates) 

µ = is the error term 

 

The regression coefficient on income, as influenced by economic activity, is expected to be positive while 

the coefficient of the prime interest rate is expected to be negative (Obi et al., 2012). In other words, as economic 

activities grow, demand for money increases. Therefore, real income (β2) is expected to be positive and the prime 

interest rate (β3) is expected to be negative; the demand for money (M2) weakens as savings increase (due to an 

increase in the prime interest rate). 

 

Preliminary Examination of the Data 

 

As the first step, it is always advisable to examine the data under study before pursuing formal tests to 

check variables of stationarity. Preliminary indications of the time series properties of the three variables are 

illustrated in Figures 1(A), 1(B) and 1(C) in the Appendix. These diagrams provide the (natural logarithms) trends 

plots of M2, Y and R. This gives an initial idea about the likely nature of the time series (Gujarati, 2003). The natural 

logarithm plots of real money (M2) and real income (Y) against time period (39 years) are done to show the 

elasticities of these variables. 

 

As illustrated, both real money demand (M2) and real income (Y) in Figures 2(A) and 2(B) are trending 

upward, suggesting that their means are changing over time. Seasonal variations are apparent in M2 and Y, but less 

so in R. This may show that real money and real income time series are not stationary. On the other hand, Figure 

1(C) (prime interest rate plot) shows some stationarity. Gujarati (2003) states that the above realisations are the 

starting point of any analysis. Seasonal variations can be better examined through the autocorrelation function of the 
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first differences (Gujarati, 2003). The formal tests of stationarity, which are sample correlogram and Augmented 

Dickey Fuller (ADF) under unit root test and their co-integration tests and Error Correction Model (ECM), are then 

applied. 

 

For each aggregate, vector autoregression (VAR) models are estimated and the Johansen technique is 

applied to test for the number of cointegration vectors and, when cointegration is present, the parameters of these 

long-run relations are to be estimated. In order to assess the robustness of the results to the list of variables 

considered, different systems were estimated. First, a bivariate system involving real money and real income - in 

logarithmic scale - and then increasing the number of variables by including long and short-term interest rates. In all 

cases, the deterministic component is an unrestricted constant, corresponding to a model with drift, therefore without 

any trend component in the long-run system. Theoretically, the number of long-run relations found may be an 

increasing function of the number of variables. 
 

Testing for Randomness (Autocorrelation) 
 

Autocorrelation refers to the correlation of a time series with its own past and future values (Ziramba, 

2007). It is sometimes called lagged correlation or serial correlation, which refers to the correlation between 

members of a series of numbers arranged in time (Engle & Granger, 1987). According to Chatfield (2004), the first-

order autocorrelation co-efficient is the simple correlation coefficient of the first N – 1 observations, xt , t = 1,2,..., N 

- 1 and the next N – 1 observations, xt , t = 2, 3,..., N. The quantity rk is called the autocorrelation coefficient at lag k. 

The plot of the autocorrelation function, as a function of lag, is also called the correlogram, denoted by ρk and 

defined as covariance at lag k over variance. The generalised equation for the autocorrelation function is of the 

following order, in line with Chatfield (2004). 
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where the quantity r is called the autocorrelation coefficient at lag k, N is the number of observations, and t is the 

period in years. For a random series, lagged values of the series are uncorrelated. The plot is illustrated in Figures 

2(A), 2(B) and 2(C). The graphs show the distribution of the random error terms around the mean. Therefore, if a 

time series is stationary, the autocorrelation coefficient at various lags remain around zero and decline quickly; but 

with a non-stationary time series, the autocorrelation coefficient starts at a high value and declines slowly toward 

zero as the lag lengthens (Falkena et al., 1991). The correlogram illustrated in Figures 2(A) and 2(B) depicts that 

both real money (M2) and real income (Y) are non-stationary while the prime interest rate (R) in Figure 2(C) shows 

the probability that this data series is stationary. Various researchers, such as Engle and Granger (1987), Kennedy 

(1998), Gujarati (2003), and Ziramba (2007), show that macroeconomic data are non-stationary because they are 

characterised by a random walk, even after a deterministic trend is removed. This means that the current period’s 

value equals the last period’s value plus a random error. 
 

Because the data followed a specific trend, the unit root test is applied to determine whether the series is 

consistent with a stochastic trend (an I(1) process) or if it is consistent with stationary (an I(0) process) deterministic 

trend (Knight, 1966). This test suggests that the tau-statistic (τ) must take larger negative values than usual in order 

for the null hypothesis (δ = 0, a unit root non-stationary process) to be rejected in favour of the alternative 

hypothesis (δ < 0, a stationary process). In order to control for the possibility of the error term in one of the 

equations under the ADF test, additional terms are included. These additional terms are the sum of lagged values of 

dependent variables added to the explanatory variables to make an autocorrelation (Hill et al., 2001:344). Thus, in 

adapting Gujarati (2003), the ADF equation is as follows: 
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where µt is a white noise error term and m is the number of lags for ∆Yt-1. In this study, the m (upper limit) is equal 

to five and the results are as follow: 
 

Table 1:  Autocorrelation Test Statistics 

Variables Coefficient (δ) ADF test (τ) ∆Variables ADF test (τ) R2 Adj. R2 DW 

M2 0.494 2.557 ∆M2t -1.951 0.450 0.389 1.880 

Y 0.435 2.092 ∆Yt -2.395 0.342 0.269 1.848 

R 0.76 0.373 ∆Rt -2.111 -2.395 0.181 1.665 

 

The results in Table 1 show that the estimated values of δ (the coefficient of M2=0494, Y=0.435 and 

R=0.76) are positive, as are the associated tau-statistic values (τ) (2.557, 2.092 and 0.373, respectively). This 

indicates that the time series for those three variables would be non-stationary (Gujarati, 2003). Therefore, the null 

hypothesis is not rejected. Thus, money demand (M2), real income (Y), and the prime interest rate (R) are not 

stationary. 
 

Estimation and Testing for Co-Integration 
 

A number of estimation procedures for co-integrated processes have been discussed and used in other 

empirical studies (Engle & Granger, 1987). This study employs a testing and estimation approach developed by 

Johansen (1991) which has several advantages vis-à-vis the widely used Engle and Granger two-step-procedure. It is 

well-known that many economic time series are non-stationary in their levels but stationary in first differences 

(Falkena, 1991). Such variables are said to be integrated in the first order, denoted by I(1). A simplifying assumption 

is thus made that nominal money and prices share the same I(2) trend and that they are homogeneous of degree one, 

such that mt - pt is I(1). This transformation enables the money demand model to be formulated in real rather than 

nominal terms, thus allowing a potentially complicated I(2) model to be set up in I(1) space in which analysis can 

proceed using conventional co-integration techniques (Todani, 2007). 
 

Non-stationary time series variables should not, as a rule, be used in regression models in order to avoid the 

problem of a spurious regression (Hill et al., 2001). Preliminary data analysis of this study found that the individual 

time series in the direction of unit root were all I (1) or non-stationary. The real income and prime interest rate 

variables were co-integrated when they were I(1) before and after some linear combination of them becomes I(0). 

Therefore, their entry into the estimating equation will not create spurious results (Kennedy, 1998). From the co-

integration model, the residuals are estimated and we use a unit root test to find out whether our variables co-

integrate and determine whether there is a long-run relationship between them. The results showed that t = -8.174, 

28.374, -0,815; R
2
 = 0.960; Adj.R

2
 = 0.957; F = 403.569 and DW = 0.775. The results also showed that the F-test is 

very high (F = 10.256), meaning that the model, as a whole, is statistically significant. The computed t-statistic of Y 

is statistically significant, but the t-statistic of R is statistically not significant. The R-square is high (0.227), but the 

Durbin Watson (DW) value is very low (1.665), indicating that the model has an autocorrelation problem. This 

might be the result of the time series being non-stationary. However, if the R-square is greater than DW result, it 

shows that the estimated regression might be spurious. To check this, co-integration tests were done and Table 2 

presents the results: 
 

Table 2:  The Johansen Co-Integration Tests 

Maximun Eigenvalue Test 

Null Hypothesis Alternative Hypothesis Test Statistic 95% Critical Value 

  1970-1995 1996-2008  

r = 0 r = 1 29.91 30.27 21.07 

r ≤ 1 r = 2 5.16 21.90 14.90 

r ≤ 2 r = 3 1.4 0.01 8.18 

Trace Test 

Null Hypothesis Alternative Hypothesis Test Statistic 95% Critical Value 

  1970-1995 1996-2008  

r = 0 r ≥ 1 36.21 52.19 31.53 

r ≤ 1 r ≥ 2 6.31 21.92 17.95 

r ≤ 2 r = 3 1.14 0.01 8.18 

Note: r denotes the number of co-integration vectors. lnM2, lnY and lnR are used for co-integration tests. Maximum lag in VAR = 2 
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Since the computed maximum eigenvalue and trace test statistics for the two periods are significantly 

greater than the critical values in all three forms of unit root and in absolute value, as shown in Table 2, the null 

hypothesis (δ = 0) is rejected and therefore a unit root is present. Thus, the residuals from our regression are I(0) or 

stationary. This leads us to conclude that M2, Y, and R are co-integrated and our econometric model represents the 

long-run money demand in South Africa. Table 3 reports the co-integration vectors for economic variables found to 

be co-integrated as shown by the tabulated findings. 

 
Table 3:  The Co-Integration Vectors 

Sample Vector lnM2 lnY ln R 

1970-2008 1 1.59 -1.86 -0.28 

1996-2008 1 1.30 1.81 - 

1998-2008 1 -2.54 2.74 -0.13 

2004-2008 2 2.84 -2.16 2.07 

Note ‘r’ denotes the number of co-integration vectors. lnM2, lnY and lnR used for co-integration tests. Maximum lag in VAR = 2 

 

A co-integration regression is also run by estimating the augmented-DF regression; but in this case, 

summation of change of error terms is used in the form of in-line with Obi et al., (2012): 
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Co-integration tests are also performed on the differenced series since at their levels, the variables are non-

stationary. The unit root test results indicate that all variables are I(1). Both the maximum eigenvalue and trace tests 

reject the null hypothesis of no co-integration at the 5% level of significance. Establishing that the variables are co-

integrated means that the short-run dynamics of their relationships may be specified as a vector error-correction 

(VEC) model (Ziramba, 2007). 

 

Error Correction Mechanism (ECM) 

 

Naturally, if the series are co-integrated, an error-correction model becomes necessary to investigate the 

short-run dynamics of the co-integrated series (Batini & Nelson, 2000). Instead, we consider the variance 

decompositions of the series as a way to examine the short-run effects. A co-integration between variables does not 

necessarily provide a full warrant that equilibrium exists in the model (Peters & Beintum, 2009). Therefore, to 

correct this disequilibrium issue, an error correction mechanism is used to estimate the push back to the model 

toward the long-run equilibrium whenever it moves away (Engle & Granger, 1987). The vector error correction 

(VEC) model following Todani (2007) is of the form: 

 

M2t  = 1  + 2δYt  – 3δRt  – 4Ut-1 + t 5 

 

where 

 

M2t = Real money demand 

Yt = Real income 

Rt = Rrime interest rate 

1 = is the intercept 

2 = represents coefficients of the explanatory variable Y (real income) 

3 = represents coefficients of the explanatory variable R (prime interest rates) 

µ = is the error term 

 

The ‘α4’ is expected to be negative, precisely to impact real money demand negatively in order to restore 

the equilibrium (Gujarati, 2003). The value of α2 shows that there is an anticipation of taking actions related to 

monetary policy change in South Africa because these decisions taken by Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) are 

made every quarter of the year (0.25). Therefore, the equilibrium error is corrected by using error terms to tie the  
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short-run behaviour of real money demand to its long-run values. With the data used in this paper, the results from 

the above equation are: 
 

1227.0260.785480.0405.68322  tttt URYM  6 

 

By having a negative coefficient (-0.227) of Ut-1 shows that when M2 is above its equilibrium, it will start 

declining in the next period to correct equilibrium error (Cuthbertson, 1996). 
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

Although we believe that the results expressed in this paper have general applicability to all research on 

long-run economic relationships using the Johansen’s approach, this particular use of the South African money 

demand in this study is motivated by the fact that a stable money demand function is a prerequisite for the use of 

monetary aggregates in the conduct of monetary policy. Based on the preliminary data analysis, the test shows that 

the money demand relations were unstable, for the most part, of the sample period until around the year 1999 when 

the relationship showed some stability tendencies. The monetarist model of inflation, which assumes long-run 

neutrality, concludes that if the money supply rises by more than demand, then expenditure will rise with a 

consequent rise in output and prices. If output is at maximum - or close to maximum capacity - the ‘direct 

relationship’ between money and prices becomes apparent. 
 

The Johansen method to co-integration and preliminary data tests adopted in this study enabled a variety of 

theory-consistent identification schemes to be explored in identifying the demand for money function for the 

aggregate M2 in South Africa. The paper found that a stable long-run, co-integrated money demand relation is still 

identifiable, notwithstanding all economic developments that have taken place in South Africa, including financial 

liberalisation, integration into the world economy, opening up of the economy, and so forth. This is consistent with 

Todani’s (2007) findings. The results of the study confirm the presence of a long-run relationship between real 

money demand, real income and interest rates in South Africa. These results are consistent with the real money 

demand indicators confirmed in other countries by different researchers (Batini & Nelson, 2000). The results 

confirm the expectation of a positive relationship between real money demand and real income as well as a negative 

relationship between real money demand and interest rate. 
 

This study discloses that people make adjustment decisions about their demand for money a few days 

before Monetary Policy Committee meets. This is explained by the negative result (-0.227) obtained from the error 

correction testing as it measures the short term changes. The policy implication of this finding arises from the 

proposition that the effectiveness of monetary policy, as a stabilisation anti-inflationary tool, depends on the 

existence of a stable and well-understood link between money and prices. Notwithstanding the effect of non-

monetary factors (at least as initiating shocks), this model seems to work well for South Africa and, hence, the 

monetarist anti-inflationary prescription is bound to be useful. This conclusion is due to inflation being affected by 

exogenous shocks and responding to monetary policy. In fact, Joshi and Little (1994) attribute the low inflationary 

environments to the quick reaction by the authorities to changes in response to financial determinants such as price 

changes; this could also be said about South Africa. 
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APPENDIX 

Figure 1(A):  The Natural Logarithm of Real Money 

 

Figure 1(B):  The Natural Logarithm of Real Income 
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Figure 1(C):  The Plot of Prime Interest Rate 

Figure 2(A):  Sample Correlogram of Real Money (M2) 
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Figure 2(B):  Sample Correlogram of Real Income (Y) 

 

Figure 2(C):  Sample Correlogram of Prime Interest Rate (R) 
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